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Response to the Editor regarding the manuscript FAMP-D-19-00437R3

16 Jan 2020

We are very grateful to the Editor and the Reviewers for their helpfulness and support during the review process.

**Editor Comments:**

1. Consent to participate
In your “ethical approval and consent to participate” section, please confirm whether informed consent, written or verbal, was obtained from all participants and clearly state this in your manuscript. If verbal, please state the reason and whether the ethics committee approved this. If the need for consent was waived by an IRB or is deemed unnecessary according to national regulations, please clearly state this, including the name of the IRB if this was the case.

RESPONSE: The section of "Ethical approval" was extended with the ethical approval for data collection in the health status assessment that included written consent.

2. Questionnaire
Please clarify whether the questionnaire used in your study was developed for this study or has previously been published elsewhere. If the questionnaire has been published elsewhere please provide a reference to it in your manuscript, if the questionnaire was developed for this study please upload an English language version as a supplementary file.
RESPONSE: All questionnaires used to create the questionnaire for health status assessment inserted as citations on p6 lines 13-16. New citations were included in the References.

3. Please add the heading "Declarations" above the relevant section
RESPONSE: Done.

4. Please move the Figure captions to a "Figure Legend" section which should be placed below the References section
RESPONSE: Done.

5. Clean manuscript
At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.
RESPONSE: Done.